Trails Carolina Has Accreditations From Top
Organizations
LAKE TOXAWAY, NORTH CAROLINA, USA, September 27, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Trails
Carolina is an organization that focuses on uplifting mental health and wellbeing. Through their
therapeutic wilderness program, the master's level therapists from Trails Carolina are able to
help many troubled teens begin their journey towards a brighter tomorrow.
These top-level therapists have always been dedicated to providing the younger generation with
the support they need when life feels darkest. The programs and support offered through the
wilderness experience at Trails Carolina have proven to be successful with many teens who were
at their all-time low.
One of the hardest things a parent has to deal with is knowing that their teen is having mental
health issues and not knowing how to help them when they are struggling. That is why the
decision to send a troubled teen to therapy is one of the most important ones a parent can
make. However, many parents struggle with which method of therapy is right for their teen.
Trails Carolina offers a wilderness therapy program that has many advantages. Other than the
beautiful views of the blue ridge mountains, this program gets teens away from situations they
may feel trapped in. It helps them open up to start a path of self-discovery. While many therapy
programs claim to be effective, Trails Carolina has accreditations from some of the top
organizations in the country.
A lot of parents worry about sending their youth away to a therapy program, especially when it is
out of state. They feel safer choosing Trails Carolina because this organization has been
recognized and honored by many well-known establishments that they already trust.
Which Organizations Have Given Accreditations To Trails Carolina? Many companies believe in
the work that Trails Carolina does and support what they are doing for troubled teens. The
therapists and programs at Trails Carolina have received accreditations from the following
organizations:
-Natsap
-Cognia
-OBH Council
-A+ rating on Better Business Bureau

-Carf CACC accredited
-Fully licensed from North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services
Trails Carolina is the real deal when it comes to providing trusted support for the younger
generation's mental health and well-being. This is one of the most trusted wilderness therapy
programs for troubled teens in the US. Parents from all over the country have inquired about
how to register their teens because no other therapy program compares to what they offer.
Teens prefer Trails Carolina over other residential treatment centers because it's a different
experience that focuses on helping them get better. The therapists and staff at Trails Carolina
are professional and care about what the teen is going through. They give them unwavering
support to give them an environment where they can open up about their feelings.
There are many activities that help the teens open up and participate. This gets them out of their
negative space and helps them focus on healthier coping mechanisms so they can continue on
the path towards better mental health when they leave the program.
Trails Carolina's individual and family therapists are fully dedicated to making a positive change
in each teen's life. That is why they have received accreditations and honors from many
reputable organizations.
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